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Abstract

if necessary, and
provrle different sensing devices for

,,switch for three to four times

:

to

This paper describes an electronic door bell
warning qystem having multiple sensing
devices such as visual., tactile, vibrational,
heating (ocalty and overall), for hearing
impaired persons. The same device with little
modification can be used as an alarm for fire,
theft, smoke, bomb blast etc. for both hearing
impaired and normal persons.

pr'":sing Jhe bell at different times,
.f*gu:ntrally. The proposed scheme for
pressing the door bell for a number of times is
as follows:

i)

sensation

ii)

INTRODUCTION
Whenever a person visirc any house, he uses
any
person who stays in the house. It is a general
tendency with anybody to operate a door bell
warning switch three or four times until some
one attends to him. This procedure of calling
a person from the house becomes unsuitable
if the resident is a deaf or a handicapped
one (l).

the door bell warning system to call

Pressed once

iii)

of

- it will produce the
flickering-fuht

and

musical-sound (useful for any normal
person residing in the house).
Pressed twice - it will glve the
sensation of mechanical vibration
which will be produced in the cot (or
chair) in which the person is sleeping
a long with flickering - light.
Pressed thrice - it will have flickering
of light along with mechanical
vibration in a vibrating pad. This
vibrating pad being very small in size

may be placed on the body by the

if necessary.
Pressed fourth time
subject

Presently available door be

- it will start
flickcring of light togethei wittr
heating of the pad and/or overall

ll warning system for handicapped or deaf

heatirg of a part of the cot (or chair).

persons utilises onty visual sensation such as
lieht either stationary or flickering (2). This
visual indication is useful only when the
person is not sieeping. The electronic door
bell warning with multiple seruing strggested
in this paper can overcome the above
mentioned problern.

SENSING DEVICES
Visual sensation is produced by the flickering
light and for cot vibration elecfromechanical
dwices, operated from 230v, AC suppty ar"
being used.

The vibrating pad is made

of

electromechanical dwices such as vibrating
reeds. This requires low voltages and hence
there is no chance of any electrical shock.

PRTNCIPLE OF OPERATION

In the working of the electronic door

iv)

bell

warning system having multiple sensing Heating in a pad is produced by using IzV,
devices, recourse is taken to the normal AC sotuce and for overall heating by 230V
human behaviour for pressing a door bell AC mains.
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CONTROL
I,'NIT

BLOCK DIACRAM

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DOOR
BELL
The complete block diagram of the device is
shown in figure. The complete device uses a
few elecfronic dwices such as integrated
circuits, electromechanical devices such as
relays, transformer for power suppty, a special
switch for door bell warning along with fwe
different t5pes of output dwices.

Similarty, the above warning may also be
activated if large sound such bomb of blast
occurs.

CONCLUTION

It is a low cost multipurpose

device and can
be used as a door bell warning as well as an
alarm for fire, theft, smoke , bontblast etc.
The dwice does not consume any .power
while not in use.

POWER REQUIREIVIENT
Normal$ no power is drawn from the suppty.
Howwer, whe,n the door bell switch is
pressed it draws power for a specific time
and then automatically switches it off.

WORKING AS A ALARM SYSTEM
Finally, arrangements are also been made to
operate this door bell warning system as an
alarm for theft fire and smoke. For these
purposes, a light sensitive dwice is used to
detect fire or the presence of thief or smoke
and all the above foru tlpes of sequences will
automaticalty be followed.
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